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Preface

Course planning is an important faculty activity. Faculty members must call on content
!mow ledge, pedagogical knowledge. and effective decision-making skills to select among
alternative course plans and to choose those appropriate for the subject and students taught.
Yet. faculty members seldom spend much time reflecting on the course planning process or
discussing the views they bring to it.

There is no "correct" model for course planning. However, because faculty members frequently
learn about instructional alternatives from their colleagues, discussing options and planning
decisions often can improve the way courses are planned and taught. Therefore. we have
constructed this brief survey, the Course Planning Exploration, to stimulate discussion among
groups of faculty members.

The Course Planning Exploration (CPE) is based on interviews with many faculty members. A
longer version was used in a national survey to help NCRIFFAL, researchers understand how
faculty plan courses. Subsequently, the version in this manual was created especially for use in
self-study by groups of faculty. The new CPE retains the essential parts of the original survey
but is briefer and more "user friendly." This User's Manual suggests ways that college
administrators, groups of faculty, and researchers may use the CPE.
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SECTION I. ABOUT THE COURSE PLANNING EXPLORATION

1. Introduction and Background

During the 1980s many college administrators and faculty members directed their attention to
strategies for improving teaching and learning. Faculty members were urged in several
national reports to increase curricular coherence, set high expectations for students, and foster
active student involvement. Response to such exhortations requires that faculty members
plan carefully as they select content to include in their courses, establish standards for
students to achieve, and choose instructional activities to help students attain these standards.

Developing a course plan that optimizes each aspect of instruction is a challenging faculty
activity requiring expertise and informed decision-making. Although they strive to plan and
teach courses in ways that help students learn effectively, faculty menters seldom have
received specific training for these tasks. The individual initiative of insLy :tors and the
support provided by small groups of faculty colleagues are the typical routes to improving
course planning, and thus, student learning.

Faculty groups who wish to learn more about course planning, however. vell lind few materials
relevant to college teaching. Research on college teaching, by focusing almost entirely on how
faculty behave in the classroom and how students perceive and evaluate that behavior, has
provided little guidance to assist feculty in improving their course plans. Our studies of course
planning have helped to narrow this knowledge gap by identifying assumptions and influences
that college faculty actually consider important. These patterns of practice have helped us to
suggest ways that college teachers can improve their planning.

Through a series of studies, we have learned that the process of course planning involves three
major aspects: (1) the faculty member's attitudes toward planning. (2) the process of creating
the plan. and (3) the activities of recording and executing the plan. Since only the recorded
plan and its execution can be observed directly, the first two aspects of planning can be
understood only if faculty members describe them. In our interviews and seminars with
college teachers, we found that talking about course planning heightened faculty awareness of
their assumptions, their decision-making processes, and alternatives they had overlooked. To
facilitate this type of critical self-evaluation, we altered the design of our protocols to create a
self-study device. the CPE. By using the CPE to foster discussion, faculty address aspects of
curriculum development and student learning that often are new to them. These new ideas
challenge instructors to examine their beliefs and provide support for experimentation with
new course plans.

Course planning discussions among college teachers have benefits beyond increasing
instructors' awareness of their own assumptions. Recent advances in cognitive psychology
indicate that students learn better if teachers clearly communicate course objectives and
discipline structure to them. A coherent learning plan, then, helps students to integrate new
knowledge with old. This emphasis on how learning occurs as well as what is learned requires
faculty members to articulate their thoughts about how they achieve these goals in their
courses. In doing so, they help students better understand course objectives and activities.

In developing the CPE, we drew on the work of other curriculum specialists and educational
psychologists to construct a tentative model for course planning. Guided by this initial model
(Stark and Lowther. 1986). we interviewed 89 faculty members teaching introductory college
courses in eight disciplines and a few students of each faculty participant. We then revised the
course planning model, drawing on what we heard, and constructed a survey of course planning
to systematically test the model (Stark, Lowther, Ryan, Bomotti, Genthon. Haven. and
Martens, 1988).
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We answered three questions in our nationally representative survey of faculty teaching
introductory courses in universities and colleges emphasizing teaching:

What influences faculty members as they plan courses?

How strong are the various influences?

Do course planning influences and processes differ for faculty members teaching various
subjects and in different types of colleges?

Based on the survey answers to these questions, we refined the course planning model once
more. enhancing Its value as a guide for faculty discussions of course planning. In the next
section we describe this model briefly as a heuristic for those who wish to use the CPE.

2. The Contextual Alters Model of Course Planning

The "Contextual Filters Model" of course planning we developed from our progressively refined
studies is shown in Figure 1. It provides a basic framework relating important elements in
course planning. The model illustrates our finding that the "content influences," including the
related issues of faculty background (the ovals labeled 1-4 in the content area), perceptions of
the discipline as a field (ovals 5-7). and educational beliefs (ovals A-F) are temporally the first.
and certainly the strongest, influences on course planning (Stark, Lowther, Bentley. Ryan.
Martens, Genthon. Wren. and Shaw. 1990).

To varying degrees, contextual factors, such as college goals, student characteristics, external
influences, anc' available advice and services (labeled Cl to C8 in the model), influence course
planning too, but they are perceived by faculty members as less influential than discipline and
educational beliefs. Based on these observations, we envision the contextual influences as a
series of filters that screen, and modify to different degrees, the instructor's discipline
orientation and related educational beliefs.

Finally, the interaction of the two sets of variables--that is. content as modified by context--
influences the decisions instructors make in planning courses. Within this set of course
decisions (labeled D I to D4), we include establishing course objectives, selecting and arranging
the subject matter, and choosing learning activities. No single pattern or sequence of decision
steps charaaerizes the planning of all college instructors. However. in Figures 1 and 2, the
darker arrows represent sequences of steps in planning that seem to be more typical than those
represented by the lighter arrows.1

Thc Contextual Filters model was gradually constructed by examining successive iterations of interview and survey
data. This process produced some discontinuities between the emerging model and the survey instrument. Thus, in a
previous report of survey results (Stark. Lowther. Bentlry. Ryan. Martens. Genthon, Wren. and Shaw, 1990). we could
not link every element in the model directly to a single section of the survey. As we prepared this new version of the
CPE for program self-stady, we adjusted both the model and the CPE to make the linkages tighter. Thus, Figure 1, a
version of the Contextual Filters Model that incorporates these adjustments. is more accurate than the rrodel
presented in our 1990 report. Planning introductory College Courses: lryluences on Faculty.

In one major change, under Faculty Background and Characteristics, the model now distinguishes the perceived
influence of knowiedgft gained from teaching experience from that derived through formal pedagogical training. In a
second substantial change, the revised CPE incorporates direct responses to seven purposes of education. Finally, we
have amplified the Ccurse Decision portion of the model in several ways. We have noted in more detail the possible
ways of sequencing a course. Two factor-based indices that describe the rationale for selecting content are placed
within the course decision part of the model. We also developed brief new sections of the CPE to provide a better basis
for discussing other types of course decisions, such as establishing course objectives, arv' -electing learning materials.
In Figure 2 we show an emianced diagram of the Course Decision part of the model that portrays these new aspects. As
will be noted later, we have no survey data yet from which to create indices for these newly expanded sections.
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As portrayed in Figures 1 and 2, the Contextual Filters Model is a general framework that
identifies the possible influences on course planning for marry disciplines and snme of the

resulting course decisions made by instnictors. To focus it on a specific academic field, one

must learn how important each influence typically is to facuity members in that field, and

what types of decisions they usually make. Of course, not all faculty members teaching in an

academic field report exactly the same influence patterns, but our research shows there is

strong similarity. Based on the survey data we collected, we have found it possible to illustrate

"patterns" of course planning influences for selected disciplines by shading the boxes and ovals

in the content and context parts of the diagram (see Stark et. al. 1990).

After presenting the first survey study on course planning in 1988. including these illustrative

patterns for selected disciplines, we received many requests for local use of the questionnaire.

We believe that the process of faculty group discussion (and debate) about which elements and

decisions comprise their own patterns of course planning is the a most effective practical use of

the CPE. Thus, we developed the self-study version that Ls described in this manual.

3. Uses of the Course Planning Exploration for Program Self-Study

Use of the CPE can be initiated and led by any of the following types of educators: program or
department faculty, college administrators, or basic researchers. Each of these educators will

use the CPE in different ways to help colleagues Improve course planning. Whatever the
impetus for using the CPE. we strongly suggest that the involved faculty group meet first to

discuss its goals in using it. Sending the CPE to faculty as a survey instrument without advance

discussion or clear plans for subsequent discussion may result in poor response and
misunderstandings. Often it will be most productive for faculty to bring their recently
completed surveys to a discussion meeting, or to complete a section at a time while In the

meeting, then moving promptly to the discussion.

In our experience, using the CPE with faculty members in similar disciplines may result in

patterns of discussion very different from those that occur when using the CPE with faculty
members from disparate fields. In the first pattern, faculty members from similar disciplines

can likely Agree on an influence profile that seems to incorporate their thinking. Such faculty

members, typically within a department or program unit, can usually work together to

improve specific planning decisions. Another pattern of discussion involves faculty members
with conflicting viewpoints, who cannot agree on the purposes of education or on most aspects
of -laming. Discussions with such heterogeneous groups (for example. those attempting to

v lc together on a curriculum committee or an interdisciplinary program) can widen course

(inning alternatives substantially. Depending on how tactfully the discussions are handled,

they can either increase understanding or promote confrontation.

Table 1 below suggests several types of groups that might use the CPE, based on leadership and

group composition.
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Table 1

Uses of the CPE Suggested by Type of Leadership and Composition of Faculty Discussion Group.

Leadership

Composition of Faculty Discussion Group

Common or Similar Discipline Different Disciplines

Department or division chair

Academic administrator

Committee chair

institutional researcher

Educational researcher

Department or program faculty

Department or program faculty

Department committee

Selected departments

Any group

Division faculty

Entire college faculty

College-wide committea

Entire college

Comparable groups
in several colleges

In this section we will illustrate some uses of the CPE that can be initiated by each type of
leader with faculty groups from both single and multiple departments. Additional suggestions
for guiding discussion when using the CPE with heterogeneous and homogeneous faculty
groups are included in Section II of this manual. Section III provides more detail about
potential use of the CPE by researchers.

Uses by Faculty Groups cr Committees

Single Department Use

At the department or program level. the CPE can be used by a few colleagues. It encourages
instructors to explore their course planning processes and discuss them with others. In these
discussions, since faculty members belong to the same department. they probably will share
many educational assumptions and goals covered in the Course Planning Exploration. Thus,
the survey can be used to promote consensus and reinforce curricular intentions, or to revise
them. The CPE Ls not designed to indoctrinate participants in "the right way to plan" or to
guide them toward predetermined conclusions. Instead. its use should lead to reflection.
sharing, and collegial comparisons aimed at professional growth. A basic assumption is that
instructors, when presented with thought-provoking situations, will benefit from them.

The CPE can be useful to a department in several specific ways. For example:

several faculty members who teach different sections of a single coursPi may wish to use the
CPE to ensure consistency by discussing the assumptions each brings to that course. Or. they
may wish to ensure diversity so that students who enroll may encounter varied perspectives
and teachIng plans within each section, or choose a particular section congruent with theirgoals and interests.

members of a department planning a new course may wish to use the CPE to clarify the
assumptions that influence the planning of that course.
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a department may wish to identify which campus offices its members call upon (or do not
call upon) for assistance with course planning and to initiate constructive dialog with those
offices

a department may hope to foster a discussion of how certain course designs may help
students learn more effectively.

Multiple Department Use

When involving more than one department. and hence potentially diverse points of view on
course planning. groups may wish to use the CPE in ways such as:

a department may use the CPE to explore course planning assumptions that ensure effective
cooperation with another department in designing an interdisciplinary course or a college-
wide "service" course.

a curriculum committee that draws representatives from different fields might complete
and discuss the CPE early in their work year. The discussion probably will not resolve
differing viewpoints, but can help members understand and respect the bases for their different
perspectives.

a general education committee might use the CPE to share perspectives as they decide what
courses, or sets of courses, should be required of all students.

Uses by Academie Administrators

When the CPE is used by administrators as a survey, they can provide a forum to discuss the
results, or, based on the data, move directly to generate recommendations about how to
improve course planning. As is true for faculty groups using the CPE within programs.
however, we believe that good faculty cooperation across programs will hinge on advance
consideration of the purposes of the survey and the ways in which the findings will be used. If
such consideration is not feasible, administrators should send a carefully worded letter
describing the purpose of using the CPE. and providing a timetable for discussing the results.

Below are some specific examples of administrative uses:

a dean or instructional development leader may wish to plan a workshop or. a few aspects
of course planning to help faculty better understand factors that influence therr planning. or to
provide them with information about available assistance on campus. The CPE could help to
identify which aspects of the CPE would be most productive for workshop discussions, or to
form curricular task forces based on similar or balanced views of educational purpose and
course planning.

a faculty member who supervises graduate teaching assistants might use the CPE with TM
as a springboard for a discussion of course planning. A department chairperson might hold a
similar discussion for part-time or new faculty who have little teaching experience.

academic administrators might use the CPE as a survey to assess the strength of local
influences on course planning. For example, how frequently do faculty consult college-wide
service offices? Is the college mission clear enough so that faculty feel they can incorporate it
in their specific courses? Do some faculty feel frustrated by constraints or lack of autonomy in
course planning? Results of such a survey can be used to strengthen services that enhance
faculty efforts and reduce barriers that hinder them.
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administrators may wish to examine whether the course planning assumptions of faculty
groups change after faculty development experiences are provided. For such longitudinal
studies it is necessary to administer the CPE at two points in time, and it may be desirable for
faculty members to complete it anonymously by supplying a personal ID number they use on
both surveys. Because of the many influences on faculty attitude or behavior changes,
administrators should be cautious in attributing changes to any specific development program
or faculty service.

Uses by Researchers

In Addition to its several self-study uses. the CPE can be used by researchers interested in
understanding how faculty in varied classes or programs plan courses. This type of research
can be done at a college-wide level or multi-institutional level by those familiar with social
science research techniques. The data collected allow explorations of relationships among
variables that may influence faculty tefiching. For example, one might ask whether faculty
members who view their discipline as ft set of sinus make different course decisions than those
who view their field as a set of concepts students should learn. Or, the question of interest
might be whether faculty with advanced degrees in their fields plan introductory courses in the
same way they plan advanced courses. To supplement these examples and the researcher's own
interests, several unresolved research questions about course planning that can be answered
wholly or partly by using the CPE are included in our technical report Planning Introductory
College Courses: Influences on Rtculty (1990).

Even when researchers gather faculty responses to explore theoretical relationships such as
those mentioned above, we believe they should supply a summary of results to respondents.
Ideally, the results should be used to promote professional growth through discussion. Also.
when doing suth studies, researchers should not imply that there is a single best way to plan
courses or allow the CPE results to be used to evaluate faculty members.
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SECTION II. USING THE COURSE PLANNING EXPLORATION

1. Overview

In the previous section, we have described possible uses of the Course Plznning Exploration in
colleges_ This section of the manual describes each part of the CPE. links it to the Contextual
Filters Model of Course Planning, suggests ways of tallying faculty responses to promote
meaningful discussion, and, based on our experience, provides suggestions for topics faculty
groups may wish to discuss.

2. Parts of the Course Planning Exploration

The CPE is divided into eleven parts. Three of these pa As serve primarily to gather identifying
information. Of these. Parts I and U identify the courses and programs under consideration.
and Part XI can be used, if appropriate, to gather personal data about respondents. The
remaining parts (Parts III through X) are keyed to the elements of the Contextual Filters Model
shown previously in Figures 1 and 2. The relation between each CPE section and the
corresponding element of the model is described briefly in Table 2 below.

Faculty groups may discuss the parts of the CPE at a single meeting or in several meetings but
we suggest that the discussion follow the general framework provided by the Contextual Filters
Model. For example. the content sections of the CPE (Parts M. IV, and some of V) should be
discussed flrst because they identify the most basic assiumptions and planning influences. The

sections (Parts VI and some of V) may be discussed next, and finally the course decision
sectzns (Parts VII. VIII. IX. and X). This sequence is particularly helpful because it encourages
faculty members to consider whether their course planning decisions seem consistent with
their own self-reported assumptions and purposes. Each part will be reviewed in greater detail
in 4.0. Reporting and Discussing CPE Results.

Since the CPE focuses on faculty self-reports of influences they experience in their course
planning, some users may want to relate issues not already included in the CPE to their course
planning decisions. If so, it is appropriate to add items to the CPE to assess these views.
Several of the items on the CPE were added as a result of suggestions from specific groups. For
example, while many faculty do not rate their own religious or political beliefs as irnportarit tn
course planning, instructors in colleges with religious missions may wish to add even more
items about educational purposes that include these goals in course plans. Although the CPE is
already quite comprehensive, discussion can be enhanced by adding such unique local factors.
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Table 2

Correspondence of CPE Sections to Elements of the Contextual Filters Model

Section of CPE Elements of Contextual Filters Model

IDENTIFIERS:

Part I. Your Course

Part II. Your Prograrn

Part XI. Personal and Professional Data

CONTENT AND BACKGROUND CONSIDERATIONS:

Part III. Your Beliefs About Education

Part IV. Your Teaching Field

Part V. Infkiences on Your Course
Planning (Items 1-11)

CONTEXTUAL FILTERS:

Part V. Influences on Your Course
Planning (Items 12-58)

Part VI. Sources of Teaching Assistance

COURSE DECISIONS:

Part VII. Selecting Course Content

Part VIII. Establishing Course Goals
and Objectives

Part IX. Arranging Course Content

Part X. Selecting Learning Activities

Course identifiers and perceptions

Program identifiers, goals, curriculum structure

Purposes of education (Ovals A-F)

Faculty views of their academic field (Ovals 5-7).

Influence of faculty backoround and characteristics
(Ovals 1-4)

Contextual filters (Ovals Cl to C8)

Extends information for filters C4 to C6

Selecting subject matter content (Box D1)

Goals and objectives (Box D2)

Arrange subject matter (Box 03)

Select activities (Box 04)

3. Scoring the CPE: Indices and Measures

Since the information provided by the CPE is intended primarily to foster discussion within
groups, faculty leaders who use the CPE in most of the ways described in this manual need no
special expertise in survey auministration, research methods, or statistics. The CPE will be
most useful if instructors discuss the survey results promptly. Therefore, simple tallies of
responses, usually by hand, are appropriate. We will briefly describe various ways of scoring
the CPE.

One method, perhaps, the easiest and most familiar way to tabulate responses and "eyeball the
data." is to calculate the percentage of faculty members who mark specific items at the extreme
ends of the response scales. Such respondents indicate that an influence is either "very
strongly' or "not at all" influential. This method will quickly identify ite:ns that instructors
feel are strongly relevant or irrelevant in course planning.
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An akernative method is to calculate the percentage of faculty members who gave either of the
two highest numbered responses on an item (for example, either *very strongly or "quite
strongly," or "very true for me" or "quite true for mei. Using these percentages, one can rank
the items from those with the highest percentage of strong responses to those with the lowest
percentages.

We have no rule of thumb to offer about what percentage of the faculty members should believe
an influence important: this will depend upon the situation. However, either of these methods
will provide substance for discussion. The discussion groups may wish to focus on the most
important or least important influences on course planning. Or. they could also focus on those
in which faculty opinion is divided.

As we have explained earlier. each part of the CPE is keyed to elements in the Contactual
Filters Model. The elements of the model may be measured by indices calculated from the
faculty responses. A more systematic discussion results if the group focuses on these indices
rather than on responses to specific items. Each index is a single item or a group of items that
faculty members in our national survey answered in similar ways. 1

To discuss these related groups of items, the leader should tally scores on each index. A list of
the items on each index included in the Contextual Filters Model is given in Table 3 below. AS
noted in Table 3. some indices are based on a group of items, others are based on a single item.
Scores for the multiple-item indices are obtained by averaging responses on the items noted in
Table 3. Thus. all Index scores range from 1 to 5.

In the most informal setting, each faculty member may calculate his or her own indices.
Alternatively, the leader may save group time by calculating them in advance. We suggest thvt
if a faculty respondent has omitted more than one-fourth of the number of items on any index.
no score on that index should be calculated. To obtain the group mean (or a mean for a
subgroup) add the scale scores of faculty members in the group and divide by the number of
group members. We suggest that the mean score for an index (or item) not be calculated if more
than 10% of the group has omitted responses to the item. Instead, during the discussion, find
out why the respondents have omitted the item. Note that 1-iart VI, Sources of Teaching
Assistance, contains a "not available" option. If a source of assistance is not available on a
campus, a mean or percent response is not valid. In this instance, faculty members may wish
to discuss whether the assistance should be available.

Since responses can vary widely by discipline, the indices and measures should not be viewed
as norms or "correct responses" to CPE questions. They merely help to present the CPE data in
a parsimonious way. Discussions that might center on the various indices are noted in the
next section of this guide.

Readers who are interested in additional information about the development of the indices
should refer to our 1990 report Planning Introductory College Courses: Influences on Faculty..

Those who wish to score the CPE as if it were a traditional survey will find brief instructions in
Section III of this manual and a data codebook in Appendix 3. It is also possible to use a locally
available machine scoring system.

Note: There were few differences between full-time and part-time faculty in our national sample. F'urtherrnore, a
second response from a subsample of the faculty respondents with respect to their teaching advanced courses showed
that, within each discipline. influences on planning were similar at the two course levels.
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Please note that among the indices presented below, several of those corresponding to the
Course Decisions section of the model are labeled "Potential Index" in Table 3 and are
theoretically rather than empirically derived. These indices correspond to sections of the CPE
(Parts VIII and X) that were added aRer the national survey to promote discussion about the
reasons for specific types of course planning decisions. Consistent with other parts of the CPE,
the new items focus on course decisions or teaching behaviors experts deem important such as
active learning and explicit communication of course goals. Faculty groups may either use our
theoretical indices as a basis for discussion or determine what groupings of items they think
more logical.

Table 3

CPE Indices and Measures

Influence or Decision Part of CPE Items

CONTENT AND BACKGROUND INFLUENCES

Faculty Background and CharactarlatIcs

Index 1 - Scholarly training

Index 2 - Pedagogical training

Index 3 - Religious/political beliefs

Index 4 - Teaching experience and educational beliefs

Part V

Part V

Par1 V

Part V

8,9,10,11

6,7

2,4

1,3,5

Faculty Views of Their Academic Field

Index 5 - Organized body of knowledge Part IV F,G

Index 6 - Group of scholars Part IV A,B,D,E

Index 7 - Set of skills Part IV C

Purposes of Education Espoused

Index A - Social change Part III

Index B - Effective thinking Pal III

Index C - Vocational development Part III

Index D - Personal enrichment Part III

Index E - Great ideas Part III

Index F - Value clarification Part III

A

B

C

D

E

F

Table 3 (continued)
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Influence or Decision Part of CPE Items

13

CONTEXTUAL. FILTER INDICES

Index C-1 Student characteristics Part V 12-18,22

Index C-2 Student goals Pail V 19-21

Index C-3 Pragmatic factors Pad V 53-58

Index C-4 External influences Pad V 30-36

Index C-5 Uterature on teaching and learning Part V 51-52

Index C-6 Advice available on campus Part V 45-50

Index C-7 Facilties, opportunities assistance Part V 37-44

Index C-8 Program and college goals Pad V 23-29

COURSE DECISION INDICES

D1 Select Subject Matter

Index A - Concept teaming Part VII 1,2,15,17

Index B - Student intelleCtual development Part VII 1,6,8,9,12,13,14

Index C - Vocational development Part VII 3,7,10,16

D2 Establish Course Goals and Objectives'

Potential Index A - External influences Part VIII 1 .5, 6

Potential Index B - Own educational belefs Part VIII 2,3,4

Potential Index C - Implicit objectives and actions Part VIII 8, 9, 16

Potential Index D - Explicit objectives and actions Pad VIII 10-15

Potential Index E - (Local interpretation) Part VIII

03 Arrange Subject Matter

Index A - Structurally-based Part DC A

Index B - Knowledge use Part IX

Index C-Concept-based Part IX

Index D-Learning-based Part IX

Index E-Career-based Pan IX

Index F-Knowledge creation Pan IX

Index G-Values clarification Pan IX

Table 3 (continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Influence or Decision Pad of CPE ItemS

D4 Select Learning Activfties Part X

Potential Index A - impkcit outcomes Part X 7, 9, 15

Potential Index B - Explicit outcomes Part X 6, 8, 16

Potential index C - Course Maintenance Part X 1, 10, 12,13

Potential index D - Student Motivation Part X 2,3,4,5,11114

Potential index E - (Local interpretation) Part X

No empirically-based indices available for these recently developed Items.

4. Reporting and Discussing the CPE Results

The purposes for which the CPE is used determine what parts of the instrument are most
important, which ones faculty will want to complete, and how the reporting of results and
subsequent discussion should proceed. We envision few formal reports based on self-study use
of the CPE because its primary purpose is to improve group discussion in colleges and
universities about how faculty plan courses and to explore how this information may be used
to improve teaching. Nevertheless, we realize that written report may be required to
document the costa and effort of using the CPE. If so, we suggest the repor include a synopsis of
faculty discussion, and a list of recommendations that emerged, rather than a report of the
CPE results as a survey.

To achieve its goals, the group may wish to discuss each part of the CPE separately, or to focus
on a broader picture as conveyed by the Contactual Filters Model. Full and open consideration
in a direction comfortable for the group is more important than a rigid adherence to a specific
order of discussion. As we mentioned earlier, the CPE indices serve to group related items in a
meaningful marmer and therefore provide a convenient starting point for interpretation.
Instructors tend to answer most items on an index similarly. Thus, if some items on an indinc
are answered differently by a particular group, discussion might focus on the melons.

If scores on the indices are to be used for disculsion. we suggest that profile graphs provide the
best display. With modern computer graphic programs, mean scores of the group on selected
indices may readily be placed on a grid. An alternative graphic representation uses the
Contactual Filters Model (Figure 1) to portray the importance of influences for the faculty
group. We suggest that a a successful discussion will result if each group of faculty develops its
own profiles by shading in or otherwise marking a blank copy of the model. (To facilitate this
process, feel free to copy as many model frameworks (Figures 1 and 2) from this guide as
needed.)

Ir our own sessions with faculty members, we have observed several possible directions that
discussions might take. Based on these observations, we now provide some suggestions for
interpreting the various parts of the CPE and for tying the discussion to the Contextual Filters
Model shown in Figures 1 and 2. These suggestions are arranged in order that the parts of the
CPE occur, not in the order of the Contextual Filters Model discussion that we have
recommended earlier.
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Part I. Tour Course

Discussion of Part I of the CPE helps the discussion gmup be clear about the purposes, levels.
and audiences for the course or courses under discussion. Responses to Questions 7 and S, for

example. can provoke a lively discussion about student preparation and effort. It may be useful
to connect the answers to these questions with a discussion regarding the influence of Student
Characteristics and Student Goals (Contextual Filtem Elements C-1 and C-2). Do faculty
members who have strong views about student effort and preparedness believe these factors are
influential in course planning? How do they accommodate these influences?

Part U. Tom Program

This plut of the CPE Plentifles characteristics of the sponsoring program (or other
organizational unit) that may influence how a course is planned. Even if all faculty members
in a group are from thz saint program. C..esUons 2 and 3 may lead to joint consideration of
different assumptions about current curricular processes and organization. Divergent views

about the same course nr courses suggests the need for objective data to supplement opinion.
The dimensions in Question 3 represent aspects of autonomy: autonomy (versus
prescriptiveness) for students in selecting courses, autonomy (versus coordination) for faculty
in planning courtes, and autonomy (versus control) for the program in its curricular decisions.
The discussion :alder may wish to connect this discussion to that concerning the influence of
college and progt am goals on course planning (Contactual Filter C-8). How, more specifically.
do these general goals influence faculty members as they plan particular courses? Are these
influences direct or indirect?

Part M. Tour Beefs About Education

These brief descriptions encompass major educational orientations that faculty members
bring to course planning. Faculty beliefs are strongly linked with disciplines. However, most
faculty members will agree that learning to think effectively is an important educational
purpose (Statement B). Therefore, the discussion could focus on possible ways to achieve this
purpose. To enhance this discussion, we propose that it include not only the generally accepted
purpose of cu:tivating effective thinking, but also the purposes faculty members have rated as
next in importance. There will be substantial disciplinary differences among these second-
ranked purposes. Some discussion questions might include: What is Implied in developing
course plans to achieve the various combinations of two purposes? Does the achievement of
one purpose support, or hinder, the achievement of the others? Which purposes are most easily
combined with the goal of teaching effective thinking?

Faculty members may wish to rewrite these short statements to incorporate the language
characteristic of their field. Leaders may link this exercise with analysis of how the
instructors characterize their teaching field (Part IV). Does educational purpose influence
discipline views, or vice versa?

Part IV. Tom Tay:king Field

In general, faculty members teaching in the same discipline agree that more than one of the
statements in this part of the CPE describes their field. Based on survey data, we have reduced
these seven statements to three indices that seem to capture how most faculty members
describe their fields: an organized body of knowledge; a gyoup of scholars interested in related
issues; and a set of skills to be learned or applied (see Table 3). Discussion may center on
whether these views of the field imply different planning decisions for advanced and
introductory courses. In our surveys, we found that faculty answered these questions
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differently at dfferent zourse levels for only a few fields, such as foreign languages. where the
two course levels differ substantially in purpose and clientele.

Part V. Influences au 7,ur Course Planning

This part of the CPE poses fifty-eight possible influences on course planning. Faculty members
are asked to indicate (on k. scale of 1 st "not at au" to 5 z "very strongly" influential) how
important each factor is to them as they plan the particular course which they are referring to
as they answer the CPE.

The first eleven items in this part comprise the four indices capturing faculty background and
beliefs. namely frholarly training, pedagogical training, religious/political beliefs, and
educational belie (represented in the Contextual Filters Model by ovals 1-4 under "Faculty
Background and Characteristics"). These items solicit a rather general declaration from
faculty members about what they believe influences them as they plan their courses. Most
faculty members will indicate that their own educational beliefs are very strong influences.
The specific beliefs they hold have already been probed in greater depth in the earlier
discussion of CPE, Part III, entitled Your Beliefs About Education.

We have found that two of these background influences (Index 1. Scholarly Training, and Index
4, Teaching Experience and Educational Beliefs) are viewed as very important by most faculty.
The influence of religious and/or political beliefs (Index 3) is less important for faculty
generally, but crucial in some settings. Relatively few faculty report as having had specific
pedagogical training (Index 2). Among those who have had such training, opinions of its
influence are mixed in most groups.

The remaining list of possible influences on course planning (items 12 through 58) is ciMded
into eight sets. confirmed empirically as Contextual Indices CI through C8. These sets of
items, grouped together in the CPE, relate to broad categories of influence; many items within
each group were answered in similar ways by faculty members we surveyed. For those
influences eapecially important to the discussion group. it is useful to determine if any single
item deviates from the pattern of its index. The influence of available textbooks and the
standards of accreditors often are such items. Discussion may reveal why faculty in some
fields find these influences extremely important. while faculty in other fields find them
largely irrelevant. In our survey, we found that faculty Judged certain aspects of their work life,
such as promotion and tenure pressures, to be largely irrelevant when planning courses. Since
this finding is contrary to common belief, we expect that this item can generate a spirited
discussion.

In some cases, faculty may fail to recognize influences because they take for granted
constraints or special opportunities in their local situation. A typical example of this pattern
we encountered in our interviews is that English instnictors who lack access to computers
when teaching composition often do not feel equipment or facilities are influential. However,
in settings where computers have been introduced, the similar instructors may say that
inadequate numbers of computers negatively influence their planning. In encouraging faculty
members to express the reasons for each influence, administrators can benefit from
understanding which planning influences are not important to faculty, as well as which are
important.

Faculty responses to the items in CPE, Part V also can stimulate discussions about broad
influence categories. For example, What are the college's goals and why are they so influential?
Or not influential? What are some barriers to more effective course planning that could
readily be eliminated? How do we respond to student characteristics which so many faculty
members feel are an important influence?

6 6
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Part VI. Sources al Teaelnkg Assistance

This set of questions focuses faculty attention more closely on pocsible sources of help in
course planning and teaching (Contactual Filters C-5. C-6, and C-7I. Not all these resources
will be available in every setting. Therefore. the discussion raises issues such as: Should more
help be available? To what extent do faculty currently use available help? To what extent is
more information needed about existing resources? What changes in existing assistance, or in
faculty behavior, are needed?

Part VII. Selecting Came Content

Because disciplinary content and perspectives are crucial influences in course planning. Part
VII as).s instructors to reflect on and discuss some specific beliefs about selecting content to
promote student learning. Three indices have been developed, each of which represents a quite
different educational reason for selecting content. Faculty in a mangle discipline tend to agree
on the importance of many of these reasons for selecting course content. Thus. in a department
or other more or less homogeneous faculty group, discussion about ways of improving student
learning can result from sharing the answers to these items. The leader might encourage
faculty members to do additional reading and verification in the literature on learning theory.

In a heterogeneous group, the dynamic may be quite different. A spirited discussion may reveal
very basic differences that seem, at first, to hamper communication. With tactful leadership,
the discussion can develop appreciation for the strong disciplinary socialization that causes
one's colleagues to think so differently. (It is useful to examine the relations of these responses
to those of the same individuals for Educational Beliefs (Part III) and Views of the Teaching
Field Wart nn.)

Part VM. Establishing Conroe Goals and Objecus

Items in this part of the CPE are designed to provoke discussion about the articulation and
communication of course goals and objectives to oneself and one's students. Responses to the
first set of items (Items 1-8) may be compared with responses to the influence items from Part V
(Contactual Filters C 1 -C8). Although the items seem similar, the items answered earlier in
Part V focus on how these fortes influence one's planning. In this part (Part VIII), the items
focus on decisions that actually result in parts of the course plan, in this case. course
objectives. The distinction is important because, for some faculty. the planning process results
in fully articulated and specific objectives. For others, the objectives are never articulated very
clearly.

These items suggest several iSSUCS for discussion) One issue is the balance between course
objectives believed to be directed by external forces versus course objectives that arise
from an instructor's own sense of educational purpose. A second issue involves whether
outcomes should be stated in terms of student achievement, or student experience. This issue is
an important current debate, as many state systems ask for demonstration of student
achievement through specific outcome measurement. The second item set (Items 8-16)
stimulates discussion about the potential value of, and methods for, communicating course
objectives and structure to students.

1 These Items art new to the CPE and we lack data to creatr empirical indices. The suggested dimensions within the

course decision section of the Contextual Filters Model are shown in Figure 2.
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Part IX. Arranging Coarse Content

The statements describing different ways of arranging course content were adapted and
Mended from a similar set developed for K-12 education (Posner and Strike. 1978). In our
studies,we have found that they adequately represent the varied ways that college faculty
arrange content in their courses. As expected from earlier responses in Part III. faculty
members from different fields tend to arrange course content in different ways. Thus, an
interesting discussion can result when instructors from two different fields work as a pair.
each trying to imagine arranging their course material as their partner does.

Part Z. Selecting Learning Activities

This part of the CPE lists reasons why faculty members select particular learning activities in
their courses. These items. clustered into "potential" indices, suggest several topics for
discussion. For example, our discussions with faculty revealed that most facuky members are
quite satisfied with their course structures. They fine-tune them fromyear to year, but major
overhauls are rare. Why is this the case?

For courses where the lecture is the predominant mode of instruction, faculty discussion may
contrast the value of active learning with passtve learning. To illustrate, how can active
learning opportunities be incorporated within large lecture courses?

Several of the items in this part focus on ways of increasing student motivation. Some faculty
members will correctly associate these motivational strategies with the active learning
questions, as well as with helping :Audents integrate and use information in a meaningful way.
Still further discussion may expand the themes discussed in Part VU on selecting course
content. Are the reasons for selecting course content similar to. or different from, the reasons
for selectiN learning activities? Are they consistent with educational beliefs and ways of
arranging content?

Piut X Personal and Preimional Data

The personal data part of the CPE will be most useful when the survey is administered to a large
group of faculty in diverse disciplines, as might be the case in research projects, to be discussed
shortly. Within a small department where the members are well-known to each other and the
purpose is face-to-face discussion, the personal and professional data may serve little purpose
and may be omitted.
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SECTION III. Using the CPE for Research

This section of the User's Guide is written for campus researcher& or academic administrators
who are responsible for educational studies. Although the primary use of the CPE is to promote
discussion, we know that researchers will find many basic and applied research questions to
explore with it. Therefore, we mention some advantages of research administration in certain
instances, suggest ways to administer the CPE for research purposes. and provide computer
scortng procedures to assist in analyzing data.

Those who use the CPE for researrh should have some experience in administering and
analyzing surveys. They should also read Appendix 1 for a summary of how the CPE was
developed and seek more information about the technical properties of ita indices from our
survey report. Manning Introductory Colleges Courses: Irdluences on niculty (1990).

1. Research Suggestions

The CPE can provide descripUve profiles of faculty course planning, comparisons among
faculty groups, and correlation of faculty planning assumptions with other variables. If this
information is needed, some advantages of -esearchers' use of the CPE are:

1. the researcher's neutrality and dbtance from the faculty may provide more objective
reporting of the results.

2. researchers may have more regular access to keypunching and scoring facilities;

3. researchers are accustomed to linking data with other institutional data bases and will
be aware of existing data that can be linked with the CPE file;

4. researchers are more likely to have the resources and staff ccntinuity needed to conduct
longitudinal studies:

5. analyses for the various disciplines may produce comparisons that provoke fruitful
discussion among faculty in different fields.

Although the CPE Ca% be beneficial in college-wide studies, there are some disadvantages of
research Use. For example:

1. the initiative for understanding course planning and using the information to improve
teaching no longer rests with faculty members:

2. the study is less likely to result in direct communication among faculty members:

3. the turn around time for feedback and discussion may increase:

4. instructors may see the researcher's work as an intrusion in their domain.
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Administration

In general, a researcher using the CPE will seek either responses from an entire population of
interest, or decide to select a random sample. The entire population is appropriate if the
researcher is helping faculty members foster discussion within their own program. Random
sampling may be chosen when the task is to provide a composite picture of faculty members'
views in a variety of programs in a large institution.

The CPE takes about 45 to 60 minutes for faculty members to complete. It could be
administered during a faculty or department meeting. but, for research purposes, more
typically is sent out by campus mail and returned within a week. Responses to the CPE may be
recorded directly on the survey except for any items added locally or. if desired. It can be
answered on electronic scoring sheets provided by the researcher.

If mailed surveys are used. at least two postcard follow-ups should be planned. In some cases,
the researcher may wish to administer the CPE anonymously. If. under these circumstances, a
longitudinal study is planned, some specified five-digit identification number known only to
the faculty member may bv used to match the two versions. If names or ID numbers are not
requested on the CPE. researchers should consider asking the faculty respondents to submit a
separate postcard or transmittal slip indicating that they have returned it. This notification
can be detached from the CPE and will allow the researcher to follow up only those who have
not responded. If possible. it is desirable to examine the characteristics of a set of non-
respondents to see if they differ in any systematic way from those who responded. If the date
when surveys are returned to a central place is recorded, differences between those who
responded early and late also can be examined.

Analysis

Although we have suggested simple hand tallies for prompt departmental discussion, data
entry and computer analysis may be appropriate for institution-wide or large-scale research
uses of the CPE. In Appendix 3 we suggest a data entry plan. Using this codebook. data entry
personnel can work directly frozn the CPE booklets, creating a comprehensive data base.
According to local facilities, the data file can be read by SPSSX, OSIRIS, SAS. SYSTAT.
MINITAB, or other statistical analysis programs.

The CPE indices were derived by factor-analysis and can be calculated within the data base as
simple summated indices using the designated items (see Table 31. Researchers may wish to use
other scale transformation methods for group comparisons, such as summing the items and
standardizing the indices to a consistent pre-specified mean and standard deviation.

We advise against writing the data gathered with the CPE into any existing college files. These
data are not properly part of a personnel data base. For broad scale research projects where
subgrouping by other relevant variables is desired, it is preferable if data from a college-wide
data base are "imported" to Join with the CPE results in a temporary data set, leaving the
college-wide data base unaltered.

We assume that researchers habitually document data bases carefully and include necessary
explanations of the limits of the data and the caveats for their use. The CPE file
documentation should warn against use of the data in individual personnel matters, stress
that the stimulus for answering the questions was a specific course, and indicate that course
planning assumptions and influences are known to differ for different cc:irses and disciplines.

A variety of issues concerning course planning might be studied by institutional researchers.
For example, a group leader or researcher might be interested in determining whether
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responses to specific parts of the CPE are associated with gender or length of teaching
experience as well Ls discipline. Such a researcher might choose to expand the personal and
professional information part of the CPE to examine specific relationships. To cite one
example of such an expansion, note that the CPE measures only the extent to which a faculty
member perceives that pedagogical training is influential in course planning. A researcher
might want to add specific questions about the type and amount of pedagogical training faculty
members actually have had to see how training relates to perception. In another example,
most faculty members perceive that their teaching experience is very influential. Is this
equally true for faculty members who have taught briefly or extensively? In a third example, a
researcher might wish to understand how course planning Influences vary when faculty
members plan general education courses compared with planning courses for students
majoring in their discipline.

Multivariate analyses, such as hierarchical regression analysis. can be used to assess the err.:ct
of course planning assumptions on other variables or, conversely, the effect of other variables
on course planning assumptions. Although the data will vary on a given campus, the general
procedure is to regress appropriate control and independent predictor variables on a course
planning score. For example, to study whether faculty age is related to cc-arse planning. faculty
gender and discipline might be held constant as control variables in a regression equation,
while faculty age is hypothesized as a predictor variable to be examined for its relationships to
several aspects of course planning. Our prior research suggests that regression equations may
differ for different disciplines: thus discipline should be controlled by use of dummy variables
or, If the sample size is adequate, by executing separate regressions.

Reporting

Institutional researchers will need to tailor reports of studies using the CPE to the study
purpose and intended audience. It is convenient to classify the types of potential studies with
two levels of compleadty: descriptive studies of course planning, and longitudinal studies of
groups of faculty. Different reports and different data naLerpretations are merited in each case.

At the first level, studies simply describe the course planning behavior of faculty members.
Also at a descriptive level, studies may compare faculty members in two or more disciplines.
Comparative reports of the percent of faculty members who endorsed (or did not endorse) items
or indices of interest may be of greatest interest to most audiences. Index scores or percentages
can also be ranked to show the sets of items that faculty members in a particular field thought
to be most Important. Alternatively, descriptive data using either mean index scores or mean
item scores can be reported directly on five-point scales corresponding to the metric on which
which faculty members marked their responses. This allows direct interpretation of index and
item scores. For example. a mean score from 4.5 to 5.0 is viewed a very strong influence; from
3.5 to 4.5 as quite strong; from 2.5 to 3.5 as moderate: and from 1.0 to 2.5 as weak. We suggest
that mean scores be graphed, or reported with not more than one digit to the right of the
decimal.

Researchers may wish to use t. tests or analysis of valiance to compare the index or item scores
of groups of faculty members. We caution, however, that what is statistically significant may
not be meaningful in a specific context. It may be better for the researcher to estimate what
constitutes a "meaningful" difference between groups for faculty or to ask that faculty makc
Lids estimate. Of course, all reports should indicate the percentage of the desired faculty
population who answered the CPE.

A seconi level of reporting CPE results involves comparing CPE profiles for a group of
instructors at two points in time. For example, one could compare purposes endorsed by
faculty members just entering a workshop and after the workshop. The stability of serial

0
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responses to the CPE without specific interventions is not known but, based on our interviews
with faculty members, we presume it to be high.

1. To estimate the magnitude of change that has taken place, one can take the absolute
value of each change score (subtract, then take the positive value of the difference) and
average the resulting scores to show the average magnitude of change. This can be
accompanied by a report showing the percent of respondents who changed in each
direction.

2. Another method can be used if approximately the same numbers nf faculty members
change their views in each direction. Tally those changing in each direction separately
and report the numbers of instructors and average magnitude of the change for each
coup. In either of these two cases, we suggest that graphing profiles of the scores at time
1 and at time 2 may be more useful than reporting figures. Unusual perturbations in the
profiles can provoke faculty discussion about change within the limits of the accuracy
of the change scores.

In these types of studies, reports should include all decision rules and limitations of the study
as well as its major findings. An executive summary may be provided for readers unfamiliar
with the statistical methods. The audience should understand that, technically, such studies
never fully ascribe a source of change or achievement since it is impossible to rule out all of the
alternative reasons that the change or achievement may have taken place.

2. Cautions and Limitations

As a concluding point in our discussion of research uses for the CPE. there are some important
cautions to note:

1. When interpreting results it must be remembered that faculty members answer the CPE
respond for a specific course they teach, not their composite teaching experience. We
have found few differences for courses of different levels, but this is not true in all
fields. For example, instructors teaching foreign language. English. or mathematics,
often see themselves as teaching for quite different purposes at the introductory and
advanced course levels.

2. The CPE Is intended to help understand course planning behavior of faculty. A
relationship with teaching excellence has been assumed, but not empirically
demonstrated. Also, scores may not be totally reliable over time. In fact, we encourage
change. Therefore CPE responses should not be used for evaluation or made a part of
individual records.

3. Faculty members in research universities where teaching assistants frequently teach
introductory courses were not induded in the original development of the CPE. We
presume that their course planning assumptions are still developing. Although
teaching assistants can profit from using the CPE in discussions, our research team
developed a special bookie' for TM with course planning responsibilities (Ryan and
Martens. 1988).

4. There are no "norms" for the CPE since there are no "right" planing behaviors for
college teachers. Even for the same types of course, appropriate goals may differ from
college to college and from instructor to instructor. Users should also specify any
important influences or educational purposes on their campus that are not on the CPE
and distribute them on a separate sheet.
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Appendix 1. Steps in Developing the CPE: 19861990

In developing the Course Planning Exploration, the following steps were taken:

1. A literature review was conducted and a structured interview was constructed using
several frameworks from the literature (see Destantng the Learning Plan. 1986).

2. Interviews were conducted with 89 instructors of ten types of introductory courses at
eight colleges (see Reflections on Course Planning. 1988).

3. After the interviews, a tentative model was developed that seemed to represent course
planning.

4. Based on the interviews, a survey, the Course Planning Exploration, was constricted
and administered to a nationally representative sample of faculty members teaching
the ten types of courses at 97 colleges.

5. The survey results were analyzed and a report written. (see Planning Introductory
College Courses: Iryluences on Faculty. 1990). The tentative Contextual Filters Model
was elaborated. Factor analysis was used to derive sets of "scales" or indices.

6. After examining results from the administration of the survey, slight adjustments were
made to reduce the number of items in some indices, and to eliminate items primarily
of interest to researchers. Instructions were rewritten to facilitate local use. Two
sections of the CPE were revised to elaborate the items dealing with course decisions.

7. This preliminary user's manual was constructed to guide collaborators interested in
using the CPE.

Derivation af the Indices

By factor analyzing faculty responses m interviews, we gained a sense of the underlying factors
that might emerge from each section of the CPE. These (actors were confirmed and refined
based on the national survey data. The indices thus derived have internal consistency (alpha
reliability) and face validity but, because they are primarily to be used for discussion, we have
not attempted to ascertain their concurrent validity. For further information on scale
dertvation and their correlation, please refer to Planning Introductory Courses: Influences on
Faculty. 1990).
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Course Planning Exploration
for Program Self-Study

The Course Planning Exploration for Program Self-Study ((PE) is designed to help groups of college
faculty members examine and discuss the assumptions they bring to course planning. Course planning is
an important faculty role requiring expertise and effective decision-making.

Faculty members within programs and departments who have related disciplinary backgrounds, may
already share similar views of the purpose and process of education. Among these woups of faculty,
discussing respmes to questions in the CPE can pranote consensus and reinforce curricular intentions.
In contrast, faculty members in diverse groups, including curriculum committees, core general education
committees, and some heterogeneous divisions, may have very different beliefs about educational
putpose and process. For these groups of faculty, NI and candid discussions of planning assumptions,
based on sharing responses to the CPE, can promote understanding of each other's views.

College administrators may wish to use the CPE as a way of undastanding influences on course plan-
ning in order to strength= the facilitators and reduce the baniers that affect faculty efforts.

The CPE explores issues of course planning among college faculty members who teach in vatious
undergraduate fields by focusing questions on a specific course that an instructor currently teaches. It
can be used in many related ways depending upon local context and inters. From your local leaders, you
will receive information about the purpose of using the CPE and any special instructions you should
observe.

Faculty membets who participated in developing the CPE found it useful and thought-provoking to think
about the steps they take in planning their courses. Over 2000 instructors who completed an earlier
version as part of a national survey made additional suggestions that enhance the potential of the CPE.
We hope that you too will enjoy reflecting on your own planning processes and assumptions.

Eumples of ways to rnark circles (any of
the following are acceptable):

e o'
oreikeas ONO

The CPE was developed by the Research Program on Cuniculum: Influences and Impacts at the National
Center for Research to Improve Postsecondary Teaching and Learning, 2400 School of Education Building,
Univerety of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-12.59. The Center is funded by the University of
Michigan and the U. S. Department of Education's Office of Educational Research and Improvement under
OERI grant number G008690010.

0 1991 by the Regents of the Univenity of Michigan for the
National Center for Research to Improve Postsecondary Teaching ond Learning
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Part I. Your Course

Please select a course you teach that meets the criteria
specified on your camps far this self-study and ensuing
discussion. Identify the course, the students who enroll, and
the prograu that offers the course below. Then keep the
course In mind as yen mower the window about course
planning.

1. Tide of the course on which you will focus:

2. Year and term last taught

3. Number of students last time:

4. Number of times you have taught this course:

5. Are additional sections offered by other instructors?

()Yes 0 No
6. In the list below check the statement that best de-

scribes the level and purpose of the course.

CD A developmental (remedial) course
0 A general education course (or college-wide core

course) for students with limited background or
interest in the field

0 A general education course fix both prospective
majors and others

0 An introductory aitif3C primaily for prospective
majors

CD An intermediate course for majors
00 An advanced course for msjors

7. In their background preparation, students who enroll in
this course are most typically: (Mark only one.)

(D Poorly prepsred
Somewhst prepared

0 Well prepared
0 Extremely well prepared

8. In their coursework, students who enroll in this cowse
generally exhibit (Mark only cae.)

0 Very little effect
0 Relatively little effort
0 Considerable effort
C) A great deal of effort

Part IL Your Program

I. What would you say is the primary goal of the organiza-
tional unit (program. department, division) that sponsors
your course? (Mark only one.)

0 To offer general education courses to students in the
college

0 To prepare majors in an academic field
0 To prepare students for transfer to four-year colleges

To prepare students for direct career entry
CD To prepare students for entry to graduate and

professional schools
(D Other (please specify)

2. Mean mark the appropriate circle on each scale at the
right to indicate how true each statement is for the
arpoizadomel oak (prognink department, division)
that sponsors your course.

Very we
Quite true

Somewhat true

Not at all true--7Not quite true 51
00000A. The mission is distinctive.

B. The mission is clearly understood by
faculty.

C. Program goals and objectives are
clearly specified.

Teaching Is a major gosl.

Research is a major goal.

D.

E.

F. Course content is tightly coordinated.

G. Student programs am largely
prescribed.

H. Comes we very much interrelated,

L Coma we systematically designed to
achieve well-understood objectives.

J. The program is very much intenelated
with others in the college.

00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
0100CDO
00000
00000
00000

3. Please mark the appropriste circle oi the scale at the
right of each paragraph below to indicate how well the
statement describes the pmgram that sponsors your
COMIC.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

Very much like my program
Quite a bit like my program

Somewhat like my progag
Not much like my
at all like my

In my program, faculty believe that
students learn most effectively when
they follow their own interests.

In my program, faulty believe that
all students should cover similar
topics in introductory courses.

In my program, faculty feel it is
essential for students to enroll in
courses in a specific sequence so that
each cane serves as part of a set of
building blocks.

In my program, faculty believe it is
important to link course content with
topics taught in other fields.

In my program, most curricular
decisions are made by the faculty.

Foe my program, many curricular
decisions are made above the
program level.

1
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Part III. Your Beliefs About Education

Listed below are statements describing several beliefs about
the purpose and process of education. On the scale at the
right of each paragraph below mark the appropriate circle to
indicate bow similar the statement is to tbe beliefs that
underlie yaw course planning.

Very much hie my belief
Quits a bit like my belief

Somewhat like my belief
Not much lals my belief

Not at all lite try belia

A. In general, the impose of education is
to make the world a better place for all
of us. Students must be taught to
understand that they play a key role in
attaining this goal To do this, I
organize my course to relate its
content to contemporary social issues.
By studying content that reflects real
life simadons, students lam to adapt
to a changing society slid to intavene
where massy.

B. The main purpose of education is to
teach students how to think
effectively. As they interact with
course content, students must learn
general intellectual skills, such as
obsaving, classifying, analyzing, and
synthesizing. Such *ills, once
acquired, can transfer to other
situations. In this way, students gain
intellectual autonomy.

C. Education should provide students
with knowledge and skills that enable
them to tam a living and contribute to
society's production. 7. believe 2
fundamental role for me as an
instructor is to help students achieve
their vocational goals.

D. Education should involve students in a
series of personally enriching
experiences. To meet this broad
objective. I select content that allows
students to discover thanselves as
unique individuals and thus acquire
personal autonomy. I discuss
appropriate activities and content with
students in an effort to individualize
the course,

E. In my judgment, education should
emphasize the great products and
discoveries of the human mind. Thus,
I select content fran my field to cover
the major ideas and concepts that
important thinkers in the discipline
have illurninmed. I consider my
teaching sumssful if students are able
to demonstrate both breadth and depth
of knowledge in my field.

00000

00000

00000

Very much like my belief

Not much Me my belief
Somewhat like my belief

Quite a bit like my belief

Not at all lila my belief

F. Whatever the curriculum, it ahould help
students clarify their beliefs and values
and thus achieve commitment and
dedication to guide their lives. For me,
the development of values is an
educational outcome as important as
acquisition of subject knowledge in the
field I teach. 0000®

Part IV. Your Teaching Field

Please mark the appropriate circle on the scale at the right of
each paragraph bdow to indicate how well the statement
describea the field that you teach.

Very much lie my field
Quits a bit like my field

Samswhe like my field
Not much lute my field

Not et elflike my field

A. A mode of inquiry.

B. An interrelated set of interests and
values. 0®00®

C. A set of skills to be mastard and 0®00®
D. A set of phenomena that people have

uied to explain. 0000®
E. A group of individuals who share

common interest in trying to
understand the world. 00000

F. An organized body of knowledge. C) 0 0 0
G. A set of interrelated concepts and

operations. 0000®
Comments:

2
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Part V. Influences on Your Course Planning

Many factors influence faculty members as they plan
courses. Use the scale at the right of tach stetement below to
indicate how sum* each item influences you in *ming
your course. If the item does not seem applicable, mark Nat
at AIL"

Very strongly
Quito hit

Somewhst
Not very much

Not as ail 71
1. My beliefs about educational purpose.

2. My teligioas beliefs.

3. My beliefs about teaching as a
process.

4. My political beliefs.

5. Things I have learned through
teaching experience.

6. Things I learned in formal education
COMM.

7. Things I teamed in instructional
workshops.

8. Things I learned m a practitioner in
the field outside the academic world.

9. Things I learned from m y own best
teachers.

10. My preparation as a scholar in the
discipline.

11. My preparation for practice in the field
outside the academic world.

12. The preparation of students in my
class.

13. The degree of effort students typically
exhibit.

14. The ability of students in my class.

15. The interests of students in my class.

16. The ethnic backgrounds of students in
my class.

17. The time pressures on students in my
class.

18. The gender of students in my class.

19. The life goals of students in my class.

20. The career goals of students in my
class.

21. The educational goals of students in
my class.

22. The successes and failures of students
I have taught previously.

23. The distinctive goals of my college.

00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
000@®

00000
00000
00000
000®
0000CD

0000®
0000®
00000
0000®
00000
00000
00000
00000
0000CD

0000®
0000®

Vary strongly
Quits a bit

Somewhat

1 1

00000
Not at all

Not way moth

24. The pond education goals of my
minim or defirtment

25. Tbe specific disciplinary goals of my
program or deferment.

26. The general responsibility of my
program in contributing to the college.

27. The extent ID which my program
prescsibes what I teech.

23. The Meat io which =tent is
intenelmed with other programs.

29. The requirements of courses students
will take bur.

30. Acaeditatim standards.

31. Expectations of employers.

32. Reconunendations of professional
association.

33. External examinations (state boards,
licensing, etc.)

34. College-wide achievement tests.

35. Specific tests for entry to next educa-
tional level (e.g., MCAT, GRE, etc.).

36. Requirements of other colleges in which
students may subsequently enrolL

37. Availability of appropriate textbooks.

38. Availability of facilities (labs,
computers, etc.).

39. Availability of opportunities (clinics,
field trips, etc.).

40. Availability of teaching or laboratory
assistants.

41. Availability of secretarial assistance.

42. Availability of supplies.

43. Library services.

44. Audio-visual services.

45. Advising office.

46. Instructional development office.

47. Student services office.

48. Program chairperson.

49. Program colleague.

50. Non-program colleague.

51. Articles or books by teaching and
learning experts.

52. Articles or books by discipline
experts.

53. Class size.

3
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0000®
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Very strongly
Quite a hit

Somewhat
Not very mph

Not at all

54. Class schedule (term, week, day.
hour).

55. My assigned workload.

56. PrOMOliOn or tenure pressures on me.

57. A required mode of instruction.

58. A required textbook or syllabus
planned by others.

1

00000
0000®
00000
0000®
00000

Notes about other influences on my course planning:

Part VI. Sources of Teaching Assistance

Suppose you wanted to get advice about issues concerning
your cot= planning and teaching. From which source
would you expect to get the most useful help? Choose one
response for each suggested source of assistance. If a source
is not available at your college choose "Not available."

1.

2.

3.

4.

Extremely helpful
Quite helpful

Somewhat helpful
Not at all helpful

Not available

Department or division chairperson. 0 0
Dean. 0000®
Department colleague.

Non-department colleague at this
college.

5. Colleague at another institution.

6. Instructional development center.

7. Audio-visual service center.

8. Computer center.

9. Student assistance (tutoring) center.

10. Test scoring senice.

11. My own family memben.

12. Disciplinary or crofessional association.

13. Book; or articles on instructional
design.

14. Course evaluations from students.

00000
00000
00000
00000
0000®
0000®
00000
0000®
00000
00000
00000
00000

Part VIL Selecting Course Content

Many faculty members ay cue of the first things they do in
course planning is select content or topics. Use tiv.: scales at
the right of each stament below to indicate how strongly
each ream given below influences your selection of
partially topics far your course. If the hem does not seem
applicable, mart 'Not at all."

Vary strongly
Quite a hit

Somewhat
Not very muctt

Notat all

1. Students need to undemtand important
concepts and Finciplea in my field.

2. Students must be introduced m the
mode of inquiry in my field.

3. 11. is important for students to acquire
essential skills in my field.

4. I need to help students see the
importance of relating ray field to
other &kb.

5. Students need to link concepts in my
field to 31:1Cild problem&

6. My field can make an important
contribution to students' personal
development

7. Students need to acquire specialized
vocabulary in my field at an early
stage in their legating.

8. TA is important for students to examine
diverse views about what is worth
studying in my field.

9. Students should be stimulated to
stitch for meaning in life.

10. The topic assists students in their
search for a meaningful career.

11. The topic is easy for students to learn.

12. The topic helps students to integrate
their ideas into a cumulative
knowledge base.

13. The topic is enjoyable for students to
learn.

14. The topic encourages students to do
more investiption on their own.

15. The topic interrelates randamental and
lower level concepts into broader
abstractions anu inciples

16. The topic is useful in solving
problems, making decisions, or
performing on the job.

17. The topic provides important
examples of inquiry in my field.

4
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Part VIII. Establishing Course Goals and
Objectives

Listed below are staterooms about establishing and using
course goals and objectives. Use dte scales st the right to
indicate how much each behsvior is like your own in this
COWIE.

Vey much like me
Quito a bit like me

Somewhat like me
Not muck lice me

Not at all like me

I base my objecdves oa:

I. Goals extanal to my course such as
the college mission.

2. What I feel students need based on
their preparation and effort.

3. The structure of my discipline.

4. My beliefs about purposes of
education.

5. The requiranaus of employers or
professional associations.

6. What students indicate they need to
learn.

7. Specific outcoma I hope students will
demonstrate.

8. Experiences I feel it valuable for
students to have.

After goals and objectives for my course
are established:

9. I keep them in mind but seldom write
them down.

10. I describe them briefly in the course
syllabus.

11. I describe them in considerable detail
in the course syllabus.

12. I discuss them with students at the first
class session.

13. I discuss them with students
occasionally throughout the term.

14. I discuss how each clan assignment
relates to them.

15. I revise than frequently throughout the
ICITII.

16. I keep them in mind but don't
deliberately share them with studenb.

1

00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
0000®

0 00 00

00000
000 0C)

0 0000
0 00 00

000,00
0 00 0 CD

0 0

Part IX. Arranging Course Content

Facuky members is different fields may select different ways
of arranging content a a course for presentation. Even
within fiats, the way faculty strange course content varies
according to the level and pavan a the course.

Keeping in mind your come, how close is each of the seven
descriptions below to the way you prefer to mange content?

Vey much like my course
Quits a bk like my course

Somewhat like my come
Not much Me my mem

Not at all like my

A. In planning my course. I organize the
material No tha it is consistent with
the way ijaSionships in my field
occur or exist in the world. For
example, I may use patterns suck as:
spatial relationships, chronological
relationships, physical relationships,
or other natural occurraces.

B. In Winning my course, I orpnize the
material in ways that will help
students me it in social, personal, or
career settings. Thus. I creme
problem-solving situations and
encotrage students to mix
responsibility for solving real life
problems in a logical and organized
fashion. Since it is not always
possible to know the specific
problems students will face, or the
skills they will need, I try to seloa
course material so that students
encounter band problem-solving
strategies that may be useful in their
lives and carea.

C. In planning my course, I generally
organize units around major ideas or
concepts of the field so that
understanding of these concepts
evolves in a manner that represents
invariant relationships. I am likely
to organize mamasl in patterns such
as one of the following: (1)
relaticaships of classes and groups of
objects rig phenomena; (2)
telnicaships of theory to application
of theory, or rule to exampk, or
evidence to conclusion; (3)
relationships that proceed from
simplest ideas to ideas of more
precision, complexity, and/or
abstractness; (4) relationships of
logical sequence in which one idea is
=emery to comprehend the next. 0 ® 0 0

0000 ®

0000 0

5
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Very much like my
Quite ai lila my comae

Somewhat Wm my course
Not much Ms my coma

Not at all Ulm my couras-71

D. In phoning my course, I gemerally
organize the maxis' &acceding to
what I know about how students learn.
For example, I may organize material
according b one or more principles
stick as: (1) students should first learn
*iflsthatatebknlytobeimsfulin
Imer learning (2) students should
encounter familia' ideas and simple
*comer befoie those tbst are more
unfamiliar wad complex; (3) students
should understand an ides or concept
before aaempting to interpret and use
it or (4) students should encounter
material geared to their readiness to
learn.

E. In planning my count, I orpnize
materials in ways that will help
students attain knowledge and skills
needed in their chosen careers. My
farniliwity with the pactice field and
the needs of potential employers
provides important guidance in
ananging course content.

F. In planning my course, I generally
organize material according to the way
in which knowledge has been created
in my field. I tend to main the
course around the processes of
generating, discovering, or verifying
knowledge. Therefore, I typically
include as primary foci of the course
topics such nc (1) ways of drawing
valid inferences; and (2) ways in
which scholars in my field discover
relationships.

G. In planning my course, I organize
materials in ways that will help
students clarify and become
committed to values and beliefs. I
tend to mita= the course around
isaies sock r dilemmas, ethical
problems, or value dimensions that I
know have implications for students as
they try to kad a fululling and
exemplary life.

0

0 0 0

Part X. Selecting Learning Activities

Listed below we some reasons why fsculty might select
particular learning activities. Use the scales at the right to
indicated how frequently each reason is like your own in this
course.

Vary frequently
Quite frequently

Somewhat frequently
Not vary frociumily

Newt

I select particalsr lemming activities
for my dams is order to:

1. Cocedinate with the best available
textbook.

2. Try out new teaching methods.

3. Keep studente attention in class.

4. Encourage class discussion.

5. Improve attendance.

6. Promote specific observable outcomes.

7. Provide role models for gudents.

8. Improve studem retention of concepts
and ideax

9. Promote specific student outcomes that
may not be easily obwrved.

10. Improve my student evaluations.

11. Provide students with opportunities to
use or practice what they learn.

12. Avoid making major changes in the
course from term to term.

13. Use facilities efficiently.

14. Motivate students to do their best work.

15. Actively engage students in their
learning.

16. Help students relate and integrate
content.

17. Other

0000CD
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000

0 0 ®

00000
00000
00000
0000®
0000®
10 0
0 CD 0
00000

0 0 0
Comments:



Part XI. Personal Data Comments:

If requested co your campus, please MI in the following
information to help describe differences within the group of
faculty members who have responded to this inventory.

1. Your department

2. Your Selt:

Male 0 Female

3. Your age:

4. Your highest degree: (Check one.)

o Bachelor's
0 Master's
0 Two or more master's dewed

Doctoral degree

5. Your Current academic rank: (Check one.)

Not applicabk on this campus
0 Lecturer, adjunct, contract teacher

Inranclor
0 Assistant professor
0 Associate professor
0 Professor

6. Do you teach full- or part-time? (Check one.)

CD Full-time faculty
q.) Part-time faculty

7. Are you tenured in your position?

0 Y c s 0 No 0 Not applicable

8. How many full years have you worked in each of the
following positions? (Complete all that apply.)

Full-time college teacher

Graduate teaching assistant in college

High school teacher

Teacher in business or industry

Noo-leaching position

9. How many years have you held your present teaching
position?

10. How many courses at each level given below have you
taught during the last twelve months? (Complete all
that apply.)

Introductory trade:graduate course (Iowa
division, lust two years of college, or other
course for novices).

Intermediate or advanced undergraduate
course (upper division, third to fifth year of
college program, for students with prior
background in this or closely related field).

Graduate course (master's or higher level
courses).

7
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COURSE PLANNING EXPLORATION FOR PROGRAM SELF-STUDY
CODEBOOK

Variable
Var. No, Item No. Name Variable Label

v 1 -- ID faculty id

I. YOUR COURSE

v2 1 course course considered
we attached code list

v3 2 yr.term term and year

Permitted
Values

Column
Number

00001-99998 L1.1-5

0001-9999 L1.6-9

801-994 L1.10-12

Form

F5.0

F4.0

F3.0
year (80-99) followed by term (01-04) missing=999

v4 3 classize number of students 000-998 L1.13-15 F3.0
mssng - 999

v5 4 no.times number times taught 000-998 L1.16-18 F3.0
mssng 3r 999

v6 5 add.sect addl sections 1-2 L1.19 F1.0
1-Yes 2mNo 9.mssng

v7 6 purpose level & purpose 1-6 L1.20 F1.0
1=dvlp 2=genlim 3=genmaj 42tintro
5. inter 6.advan 9=mssng

v8 7 prep student preparation 1-4 L1.21 F1.0
1=poor 2=smwhat 32swell 4=exwell 9=miss

v9 8 effort student effort 1-4 L1.22 F1.0
1 awrylit 2=rellit 33=consid 4%mm 9-mssng

ILY411.11.1.13SELEAM

v lo 1 org.goal goal of unit 1-6 L1.23 F1.0
Inened iirmajors 3-crans 4.caieer
5- grad 6=other gamssng

v11 2a misdis distinctive mission 1-5 11,1.24 F1.0
bEuntrue 2-notqui 3icsmwhat 4-quite 5-very 9wnssng

v12 2b misund fac undrstnd mission 1-5 L1.25 F1.0
1=tuurue 2=notqui 3=smwhat 4.quite 5-very 9=mssne

v13 2c clear clear program goals 1-5 L1.26 F1.0
1-untrue 2=notqui 3=smwhat 4-quite 58Every 9mmssng

v14 2d teach teaching goal 1-5 L1.27 FI.0
1=untrue 2=notqui 3=smwhat 4=quite 5mvery 9=mssng

v15 2e resrch research goal 1-5 L1.28 F1.0
1=untrue 210notqui 3.smwhat 43squite 5mvery 9.mssng

v16 2f coord content coordinated 1-5 L1.2Q F1.0
btuntzue 2=notqui 3=smwhat 4-quite ! very 9=mssng

v17 2g prescr prescribed programs 1-5 L1.30 F1.0
1=untrue 2=notqui 3=smwhat 4=quite 5mvery 9=mssng

v18 2h crsint interrelated courses 1-5 L1.31 F L 0
1=untrue 2=notqui 3=smw hat 4=quite 5=very 9=mssng

Course Planning Exploration Codebook
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Variable
Var. No. Item No. Name

v19

v20 2j

v21 3a

v22 3b

v23 3c

v24 3d

v25 3e

v26 3f

Variable Label

CPE CODEBOOK

Permitted Column
Values Number Form

system sytem. design crses 1-5 L1.32 F1.0
lmuntnn 204totqui 3wsmwhat 41nquite 5=very 9winssng

premt interrelated progatn 1 -5 L1.33 F1.0
logunvue Unotqui Uunwhat 4nquite Survery 9mmssng

stud.aut student autonomy 1-5 L1.34 F1.0
Imnot Unounch 3=smwhat 4.quite 5=very 9mmssng

fac.core little student autonomy 1-5 L1.35 F1.0
bunot 2-notmcb 3mwhat 4mquite 5=very 9smssng

hierach hierarchical pmgram 1-5 L1.36 F1.0
1-not 2minotmcb 3=smwbat 4mquite 5nvery Shurnssni_

inteitlis interdisciprmary apprch 1-5 L1.37 F1.0
Isnot Unolmcb 3msmwhat 4mquite 5very 99assng

prog.aut program makes decision 1-5 L1.38 F1.0
1=not 2Nsnounch 3mernwhat 4mquite 5wery 9srnssng

collcore high level decisions 1-5 L1.39 F1.0
lignot 2=nounch 3.msmwhat 42tquite 5-very 9cmssng

YOUR BELIEFa ABOUT EDUCATION

v27 DIA

v28 111B

v29 HIC

v30 HID

v31 HIE

v32

social

think

practic

personal

great

values

purpose-social change 1-5
lmnot Unounch 3-smwhat

purpose-think effectively 1-5
Unounch 3msmwhat

purpose-practical 1-5
1-not 2=nounch 3-smwhat

purpose-personal enrich 1-5
1-not Unounch 312smwhat

purpose-great ideas 1-5
lxmot Unotmch 3msmwhat

purpose-clarify values 1-5
lunot Unotmch 3=smwhat

L1.40 F1.0
4aquite 5uvery 9=mssug

L1.41 F1.0
sisquite 5nvery 9mmssnj

L1.42 F1.0
itmquite 5-very 9mmssng

L1.43 F1.0
4Nuite 5-very 9-mssng

L1.44 F1.0
42equite 5mvery 9=mssng

L1.45 F1.0
4=quite 5Revery 9=rnssng
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Variable
Var. No. Item No. Name Variable Label

crE CODEBOOK

Permitted Column
Values Number

IV. YOUR ThACHING MUD

v33 WA mode mode of inquiry 1-5
lainot 2=nounch 3=smwhat

v34 IVB interel interests and values 1-5
lasnot 2=nounch 3smwhat

v35 IVC skmas skills to be mastered 1-5
lanot 2=notmch 3wsmwhat

v36 IVD phenom set of phenomena 1-5
lmnot 2=notmch 3=smwhat

v37 IVE comint common interest 1-5
1=not 2Artotmch 3=smwhat

v38 IVF orgbod body of knowledge 1-5
lunot 2snounch 3=smwhat

v39 P/G concop concepts and operations 1-5
1=not 2=nounch 3itsmwhat

V. INFLUENCES ON YOURCOUILSEILANNING

Form

L1.46 F1.0
4=quite Savory

L1.47
Slumming

F1.0
4=quite 5-very

L1.48
9=mssng

F1.0
4=quite 5=very

L1.49
9mmung

F1.0
4=quite 5sivory

L1.50
9=mung

F1.0
4=quite Slavery 9=mung

L1.51 F1.0
4=quite 5mvery

L1.52
9=nissng

F1.0
4=quite 5mvery 9=mssng

v40 1 ed.purp educational purpose 1-5 L1.53 F1.0
1=not 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9.mssng_

v41 2 religbel religious beliefs 1-5 L1.54
lignot 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5-very

F 1 .0
9=rnssng_

v42 3 edproces teaching beliefs 1-5 L1.55 F1.0
1=not 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5mvery Sharnssng

v43 4 politbel political beliefs 1-5 L1.56 F1.0
1=not 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4squite 5=very 9mmssng_

v44 5 tch.exp learned thru teaching 1-5 L1.57 F 1 . 0
1.not 2.notvry 3asmwhat 4-quite 5=very 9=mssng

v45 6 edcoinse education courses 1-5 T.1.58 F1.0
1=not 2=notvry 3-smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9=mssng

v46 7 workshop instruc workshops 1-5 L1.59 F1.0
twnot 2=notvry 30smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9mmssng

v47 8 practtnr exp as practitioner 1-5 L1.60 Fl .0
bEnot 2sinotvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9mmssng_

v48 9 myteach learned from teachers 1-5 L1.61 F 1 .0

1=not 2=notvry 3zsmwhat 4=quite 5-very 9-rnssng_
v49 10 prep.sch prep as scholar 1-5 L1.62 F1.0

1=not 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4-quite 5mvery 9=mssng_
v50 11 Pre Pprac prep for practice 1-5 Ll 63 F 1 . 0

1-not 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9=mssng
v51 12 studprep student preparation 1-5 L1.64 F1.0

tognot 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9.mssng_
v52 13 stud.eff student effort 1-5 L1.65 F 1 .0

1=not 2=notvry 3/csmwhat 4=quite 5-very 9.rnssng_
v53 14 stud.abl student ability 1-5 L1.66 F 1 .0

1.not 2=notvry 3itsmwhm 4.quite 5-very 9=mssng
v54 15 stud.int student interest 1-3 L1.67

ticnot 2=notvry 3=smwhat 52viery
F1.0

9=mssng_
v55 16 stu.ethn student ethnicity 1-5 L1.68 F 1 .0

1=not 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=vety 9=mssng
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Var. No. Item No.
Variable
Name

CPE CODEBOOK

Permitted Column
Variable Label Values Number Form

v56 17 studtime student time pressure 1-5 LL69 F1.0
1-not 2..notvry 3asmwhat 4quite 5=very 95smsmg

v57 18 stu.sex student gender 1-5 L1.70 F1.0
1.not 2.notvry 3aunwhat 4quite 5-very Shurnsulg_

v58 19 studlife student life goals 1-5 L1.71 F1.0
1.not Unotvry 3=smwhat 445quite 5-very 9=mssng

v59 20 stud.car student career goals 1-5 L1.72 F1.0
1.not 2anotvry 3-smwhat 4quite 5-very %rnssng

v60 21 stud.edu student educ. goals 1-5 L1.73 F1.0
1.not Uttotvry 3ausrawhat 4=quite 5.1very 9-mssng_

v61 22 prev.rec prey stu success/failure 1-5 L1.74 F1.0
1nnot 2.2cnotvry 3aganwhat 4nquite 5/every 9-mssnt

v62 23 colgoals college goals 1-5 L1.75 F1.0
1innot 2-notvry 3asmwhat 45quite 5=very Shimssng

v63 24 gened general ed goals 1-5 L1.76
lEnot Unotvry 33ismwhat 4=quite 5-very

F1.0
56mssng

v64 25 progmiss program mission 1-5 L1.77 F1.0
1.not 2anotvri 3sinwhat 4zquite Siivery 9=mssng

v65 26 prog.res prog responsibility 1-5 L1.78 F1.0
1.not Newry 3-smwhat 4mquite 5/ivery 9*mssng

v66 27 prog.pre program prescription 1-5 L1.79 F1.0
1-not Unotvry 3usmwhat 4=quite 5mvery 9=mssng

v67 28 prog.int interrelated content 1-5 L1.8C F1.0
Innot 2=notvry 324mwhat 42Equite 5invery 9=mssng

v68 29 otherreq other courses' reqs 1-5 L2.1 F1.0
1=not 2=noivry 3=smwhat 4soquite 5=very 9=mssng

v69 30 accredit accreditation 1-5 L2.2 F 1 .0
1max 2anotvry 32tunwhat 4=quite 5=very 9=mssng

v70 31 expect employers expect 1-5 L2.3 F1.0
1-not 2.ignotvry 3=smwhat 4-quite 5-very 9=mssng

v71 32 profasc professional assoc 1-5 L2.4 F1.0
lognot 22enotvry 324mwhat 4=quite 5-very 9-Amssng

v72 33 ext.exam external exams 1-5 L2.5 F1.0
1=not 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9mmssng_

v73 34 ach.test college achievement tests 1-5 L2.6 F .0
1=not 2.mnotvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9=mssng

v74 35 gradexam entry exams 1-5 L2.7
l=not 2=notvry 3.smwhat 4=quite 5=very

F1.0
charnssng_

v75 36 trasreq transfer requirements 1-5 L2.8 F1.0
Ismot 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4.quite 5=very 9,Bmssng

v76 37 textbook textbook available 1-5 L2.9 FLO
lunot Unotvry 3issmwhat 4-quite 5-very 9=mssng

v77 38 facility facilities avaiktble 1-5 L2.1G F1.0
bonot Unotvry 3.=smwhat *Nuke 5-very 9=mssng

v78 39 opportun opportunities available 1-5 L2.11 F1.0
1=not Unotvry 3-smwhat 4=quite 55vay 9-inssng

v79 40 t.assts TA's available 1-5 L2.12
l=not 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5wvery

F1.0
9.mssng

v80 41 sec.asst secretary available 1-5 L2.13 FLO
Imnot 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9=mssng

v81 42 supplies supplies available 1-5 L2.14 F1.0
1=not 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9=mssng
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cpE CODEBOOK
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Variable Label Values Number Form

v82 43 library library services 1-5 L2.15 F1.0

v83 44 av.svc
1.not 2-notyry 3smwhat 4=quite Sway

a-v services 1-5 L2.16
9=mung11.0

1=not 2=notvry 3=stnwhat 4=quite 5=very 9=mung_
v84 45 advising advising office 1-5 L2.17

innot Unotvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very
F 1 . 0

9-mssng
v85 46 insUvc instructional devt office 1-5 L2.18 F 1 . 0

Isnot Unotvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9=insang
v86 47 stud.svc student svcs office 1-5 L2.19 F1.0

boot 2=notvry 3=mnwhst 4=quite 50very 9-mans_
v87 48 prochair program chair 1-5 L2.20

lignot Unotvrif 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very
F 1 .0

9=mung
v88 49 procolg program colleague 1-5 L2.21 F1.0

'isnot 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9=mssng
v89 50 othrcolg non-prog colleague 1-5 L2.22 F1.0

1=not 2=notvry 3=srnwhat 4=quite 5=very 9=mm%
v90 51 learnexp arts/bks by T&L experts 1-5 L2.23

i=not bottom 3sernwhat 4=quite 5=very
F 1 . 0

9=mssng
v91 52 disc.exp arts/bks by discip exps 1-5 L2.24 11.0

1=not 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5tvery 9=mssng_

v92

v93

53

54

sizeinfl

classsch

class size 1-5 L2.25
lanot 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very

class schedule 1-5 L2.26

F 1 .0
9=mssng11.0

1=not 2=notvry lasmwhat 4=quite 5=very 9=mssng
v94 55 workload faculty workload 1-5 L2.27

lianot 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite Sivery
F 1 .0

9=mssng
v95 56 tenpress tenure pressures 1-5 L2.28 11.0

1-not 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9=mssng_
v96 57 req.mode req instructional mode 1-5 L2.29 F 1 .0

1-not 2anotvry Issmwhat 4=quite 5-very 9=mssng
v97 58 req.text req text or syllabus 1-5 L2.30 F1.0

1=not 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4=quite 5govery 9=mssng

VI. SOURCES OF TEACHING ASSISTANCE

v98 1

v99 2

v100 3

v101 4

v102 5

v103 6

v104 7

v105 8

chair

dean

deptcoll

collcoll

instcoll

inst.cen

av.cen

comp.cen

source: chair
latnotavi 2=nohelp

source: dean
lisnotavi 2=nohelp

source: dept colleague
1=notavl 2=nohelp

source: non-dept colleag
licnotavl 2=nohelp

source: colleague elswhr
1=notavi 2=nohelp

source: instruc devt ctr
lunotavl 2=nohelp

source: a-v service center
1=notavi 2=nohelp

source: computer cen'tr
1=notavl 2.-nohelp

1-5 L2.31
3=smwhat 4=quite 5=extrm

1-5 L2.32
3=smwhat 4=quite 5extrm

1-5 L2.33
3=ornwhat 4=qee 5-extrm

1-5 L2.34
3=srnwhat 4=quite 5=extrm

1-5 L2.35
3=smwhat 4=quite 5=extrm

1-5 L2.36
3=smwhat 4=quite 5=extrm

1-5 L2.37
3=smwhat 4=quite 5=extrm

1-5 L2.38
3.smwhat 4=quite 5=extrm

F 1 .0

%InssnEF1 .0

9amssnA .0

9zmunFS1 .0

9amssnFF1 .0

9'411mA .0

%all .0

%rrissnFF1 .0
9=mssng
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Var. No.

v106

v107

v108

v109

v110

v111

Item No.

9

10

11

12

13

14

Variable
Name

tUtOltell

testsvc

family

prof.ass

instrdes

crs.eval

cpE coDEBooK

Permitted Colons
Variable Label Values Number Form

source: stu asst centa 1-5 L2.39 F1.0
Inotavl 2=nohelp 3amwhat 40quite 5exum 9-mwsg

source: test scoring svc 1-5 L2.40
lunotavl 2=nohelp 34asmwhat 4squite 58mextrrn 9=mssng

source: own family 1-5 L2.41 F1.0
1-notavl Unobelp 3asmwhat 4quite 50extrm

9.°71.0source: professional Assoc 1-5 L2.42
1imotavi 2nohelp 3memwhat 4.mquite 5extrm

9111123111111.0source: instruc des rdngs 1-5 L2.43
bonotavi 2sinobelp 3=smwhat 4mquite 5extrm

9"11371.0source: stu course evals 1-5 L2.44
1=notavl Unohelp 3memwhat 4=quite 5.ezmn %clung

VII. SELECTING COURSE CONTENT

v112 1 imp.conc important concepts 1-5 L2.45 F1.0
1-notaii 2=nounch 3=srnwhat 44=quite 5vety 9=mssng_

v113 2 mode.inq mode of inquiry 1-5 L2.46 F 1 . 0
Unounch 3=ismwhat 4-quite 5,8very 9=mssng

v114 3 ess.skll essential skills 1-5 L2.47 F 1 . 0
1-notall 2arnotmch 3-smwhat 4nquite Swery 9=mssng

v115 4 interrel intentlationstdps 1-5 L2.48 F1.0
1-notall 24onounch 3:4smwhat 4quite Sway 9=mssng

v116 5 soc.prob re to social problems 1-5 L2.49 F 1 .0
Iowa Unounch 34,4smwhat 4aquite Sivery 9=mssng

v117 6 pers.dev stu personal devt 1-5 L2.50 F1.0
1mnotall Unotmch 3=smwhat 4quite Svivery 9=mssng

v118 7 spec.voc specialized vocab 1-5 L2.51 F1.0
1-nota Unotmch 3mernwhat Uquite 5overy 9.mssng_

v119 8 diverse diverse views 1-5 L2.52
lanotall 2=nounch Insmwhat 4=quite 5mvery

F 1.0
9=mssng

v120 9 lifemean search for meaning 1-5 L2.53 F1.0
lmnotail 2=nounch 3=smwhat 4=quite Slavery 9=mssng

v121 10 cansrch career search 1-5 L2.54 F1.0
1z.notail 2=notmch 3-smwhat 4:quite Slavery 9sinssng

v122 11 easy easy to learn 1-5 L2.55 F1.0
2=nounch 3-smwhat 4"quite 5zvery 9=mssng

v123 12 integrat helps integrate 1-5 L2.56 F1.0
1-notall Unotmch 3-sinwhat 4alquite 5=very 9=mssng

v124 13 enjoy enjoyable to learn 1-5 L2.57 F1.0
losnotall Unotmch Nismwhat 4-quite 5-very 9=mssng

v125 14 investig further investigations 1-5 L2.58 F1.0
1.nota Zunounch 3=smwhat 4-quite 5.very 9=Thssng

v126 15 inter.co interrelated concepts 1-5 L2.59 F 1 . 0
1-notall 2mtotmch 3-stnwhat 4squite Sway 9=mssng

v127 16 solvprob problem solving 1-5 L2.60 F 1 . 0
1.notall 2=notmch 3zsmwhat 44r-quite 5:very 9=rnssng

v128 17 ex.inq inquiry in field 1-5 L2.61 Fl. 0
1=notall 2=notmch 3=smwhat 44.4quite 5-very 9=mssng
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Var. No. Item No. Name Variable Label

VIM ESTABLISHING COURSE GOALS AND OBJECTEES

CPE CODEBOOIC

Permitted Column
Values Number Form

v129 1 ext.goal external to course 1-5 L2.62 F1.0
1.notall 2=nounch 3=smwhat 4=quite 5avery Soignssng

v130 2 prep.eff student prep & effort 1-5 L2.63 F1 .0
1=notall 2=notrach 3=sinwhat 4=quite 5=vety Sownssng

v131

v132

3

4

stracdis

edu.purp

structure of discipline 1-5 L2.64
lunotall bunound 3-samba 4=quite 5=very

purposes of educ L2.65

F 1 .0

Shim, 1 .0
1=notall 2=notmch 3=amwhat 4asquite 5avery 9.mssng

v133 5 rcirtiM outside tequizemnts 1-5 L2.66 F1.0
1=notall 2sonotmcb Insmwhat 41=quite 5=very Sh.mssng

v134 6 stu.need student needs 1-5 L2.67
lama Unotmch 3.asrnwhat 4=quite 5=very

F 1 .0
9..mssng

v135 7 stu.out student outcomes 1-5 L2.68 F1.0
1=notall 2=notmch 3=sawhat 40quite 5=very 9.0ssng

v136 8 experien valuable experiences 1-5 L2.69
lamotan 2=notmch 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very

F1 .0
commssng

v137 9 bunind keep in mind 1-5 L2.70
1.notall 2=nounch 3=stnwhat 4=quito 5=very

F 1 .0
commseng

v138 10 brief describe briefly in syllabus 1-5 L2.71 F 0
1-notall 2=nounch 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9iimseng

v139 11 fully describe fully in syllabus 1-5 L2.72 F 1 .0
1-notan 2=notmch 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very Soarmsang

v140 12 discfrst discuss initially 1-5 L2.73
innotall 2=notmch 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very

F 1 .0
Shaman

v141 13 disc.occ disc= occasionally 1-5 L2.74
innotall 2=notmch 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very

F 1 .0
9wmsang

v142 14 discassg discuss assignments 1-5 L2.75 F 1 .0
1-notall 2=notmch 3=smwhat 4quite Sy/very %imam

v143 15 revise revise frequently 1-5 L2.76
banana 2znounch 3=smwhat 4=quite 57overy

F 1 .0
9mmssng

v144 16 noshare don't share goals 1-5 L2.77
lamotall 2=nounch 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very

F 1 .0
9mmssng

PC, 1,RRANGING COURSE CMTENT

v145 A strict' structurally-based 1-5 L2.78 F1.0
1-notall 2=notmch 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9iimssng

v146 B know.utl knowledge utilization 1-5 L2.79 F1 .0
1 notall 2=notmch 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very 9=msseg

v147 C concept' conceptually-based 1-5 L2. 8C F1.0
1=notall 2=notmch 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very Shamung

v148 D learnbas learning-based 1-5 L3.1
las:iota 2=notmch 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very

F 1 .0
9-mseng

v149 E vocation vocationally-based 1-5 L3.2 F1.0
1szotall 2=notmch 301smwhat 4=quite 5-very 9=mssng

v150 F know.cre knowledge-creation 1-5 L3.3 F1.0
1=notall 2=notmch 3=smwhat 4=quite %very 9=mssng

v151 G dev.valu values-based 1-5 L3.4
l=notall 2=notmch 3=smwhat 4=quite 5=very

F 1 .0
9=mssng
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Variable Permitted Column
Var. No. Item No. Name Variable Label Values Number

X_ SELECMQ LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Form

F 1 .0
9mmong

F 1.0
9simssng

v152 1 withtext coord with text 1-5 L3.5
1-never Unotvry 3nsmwhat 4mquite 5-very

v153 2 newteach new teaching methods 1-5 L3.6
tunever 2mnotvry 3=stawhat 4mquite 5=very

v154 3 silent students' attention 1-5 L3.7 F1.0
1-never Unotvry 340mwhat 4,quite 5-very 9=momg

v155 4 enc.disc encourage class disc 1-5 L3.8 F 1 .0
1-never 2anotvry 334mwhat 4aquite 5/avery 9mmung

v156 5 attend improve attendance 1-5 L3.9 F1.0
1-never Unotvry losinwhat 4=quite Savoy 9mmung

v157 6 obs.out observable outcomes 1-5 L3.10
lawyer Unotvry 3-smwhm 4quite 5-very

F 1.0
9=mssng

v158 7 role provide role models 1-5 L3.11 F1.0
1-never Unotvry Issmwhat 4=quite 5Rvery 9=mssng

v159 8 retain stus retain concepts 1-5 L3.12 F1.0
liknever Unotvry 3msmwhat 4quite Sway 9mansmg

v160 9 nonobsv nonobserv outcomes 1-5 L3.13 F 1.0
12tnever 2minotvry 3=smwhat 4mquite 5nvery 9ftrassng

v161 10 stu.eval student evaluations 1-5 L3.14 F1.0
1-never Unotvry Nesmwhat *Equate Sway 9-mssng

v162 11 stu.prac student practice 1-5 L3.15
time= Unotvry 3-stnwhat 4nquite 5=vmy

F 1 .0
9.mssng

v163 12 nochange avoid changes 1-5 L3.16 F 1.0
1-never Unotvry 3msmwhat 4nquite Sovery 9.mssng

v164 13 facilit use facilities 1-5 L3.17 F 1 .0
I-never Unotvry 3=smwhat 4mquite 5-very S6mssng

v165 14 motiv motivate students 1-5 L3.18 F1.0
1-never Unotvry 3-smwhat 4aquite 5=vay %mon

v166 15 active actively engage students 1-5 L3.19 F 1 .0
Iwnever 22snotvry 3=smwhat 4=quite Savoy 9-mssng

v167 16 relate relate & integrate content 1-5 L3.20 F 1.0
1=never 2=notvry 3.smwhat 4=quite 5-very Sommssng

v168 17 actoth other 1-5 L3.21
l=never 2=notvry 3=smwhat 4-Nuite 5-very

F 1 .0
Shgnssng
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XLIELSONALIZITA

Variable Label

CPE CODEBOOK

Permitted Colima
Values Number Form

v169 1 dept faculty department 0001-9999
see attached list of codes

L3.22-25 F4.0

v170 2 gender faculty gender 1-2 L3.26 F1.0

1 -male 2=female 9-mssng

v171 3 age faculty age 00-98 L3.27-28 F2.0
99maisang

v172 4 degree highest degree 1-4 L3.29 F1.0

I-Bach UMaster 3=mulMas 4=Doc 9=masng
v173 5 ac.rank academic rank 1-6

luNotApp 22Lect 3=instr
L3.30 F1.0

4=Asst 5=Assoc 6-Prof 9=msmg
v174 6 fullpart full or part time 0-1 L3.31 F1.0

1wfull 2mpart 9=mssng
v175 7 tenure tenured 0-1

l.yes 2=no 9-mssng

L3.32 F1.0

v176 8a colteach full-time yrs 00-98 L3.33-34 F2.0

v177 8b grad.ta grad ta yrs 00-98 L3.35-36 F2.0

v178 8c hs.teach high school teaching yrs 00-98 L3.37-38 F2.0
v179 8c1 industry business teacher yrs 00-98 L3.39-40 F2.0
v180 8e noteach non-teach yrs 00-98 L3.41-42 F2.0
v181 9 yrs.inst years in position 00-98 L3.43-44 F2.0

99=mssng
v182 10a no.intro no intro courses 00-98 L3.45-46 F2.0

v183 10b no.adv no interm & adv courses 00-98 L3.47-48 F2.0

v184 10c no.grad no grad courses 00-98 L3.49-50 F2.0
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Note:

CPE CODEBOOK

Course and Major Codes - Brief Version
(Adapted From HEGIS Categories)

This simplified list should provide sufficient codes for most undergraduate fields. To coordinate
with other college data haus, the full HEGIS or IPEDS classification may also be used (not
provided in this manual).

Agriculture. Natural Resources. Forestry 0100

Architecture. Environmental Design 0200

Biological Sciences 0400

Business
Business and commerce. general 0501
Accounting 0502
Banking and Finance 0504
Business management or administration 0506
Marketing. Purchasing 0509
Real Estate 0511
International Business 0513
Labor and industrial relations 0516
Other business 0599

Communications
Communications, general 0601
Journalism 0602
Media (radio/TV) 6603
Advertising 0604
Other communications 0699

Computer science. Information Science 0700

Education
Preschool or elementary education 0801
Secondary teaching other than math, science.
or a special subject listed below 0803
Special education 0808
Student personnel/counseling/guidance 0826
Art education 0831
Music education 0832
Mathematics or science education 0834
Physical education 0835
Health education 0837
Business education 0838
Vocational/industrial/technical education 0839
Other education 0899

Engineering
Engineering. general 0901
Aerospace or aeronautical engineering 0902
Bioengineering. Biomedical engineering 0905
Chemical engineering 0906
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Arts

Languages

Health professions

Civil engineering 0908
Electrical, Electronic engineering 0909
Mechanical engineering 0910
Geological engineering 0911
Industrial engineering 0913
Other engineering 0999

Studio art 1002
Art history or appreciation 1003
Music performance 1004
Music history or appreciation 1006
Dramatic arts 1007
Dance 1006
Film, Photography 1010
Other Ilne or applied arts 1099

Romance languages
Germanic. Slavic languages
Asian languages
Classical languages
Other languages

1102
1103
1107
1110
1199

Nursing 1203
Occupational therapy 1208
Pharmacy 1211
Physical therapy 1212
Dental hygiene or dental tecnnology 1213
Speech pathology, Audiology 1220
Medical technology 1223
Other health profession 1299

Home Economics, Consumer Economics or Family Studies 1300

English or Literature
English. general : 501
Literature 1502
Comparative literature 1503
Classical literature 1504
Linguistics, Speech 1505
Composition or creative writing 1507
Other literature 1599

Philosophy 1509

Religious Studies (except Theology) 1510

Library Science 1600

Mathematics or Statistics 1700

Military Science 1800

Course Planning Exploration Codebook
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Physical Sciences
Physics 1902
Chemistry 1905
Astronomy, Astrophysics 1911
Atmospheric and meteorological sciences 1913
Geology, Earth sciences 1914
Other physical science 1999

Psychology

Public Administration

2000

Public administration. general 2102
Parks and recreation 2103
Social work 2104
Law Enforcement and Corrections 2105
Other public affairs and services 2199

Social Sciences and History
Anthropology 2202
Economics 2204
History 2205
Geography 2206
Political Science or Government 2207
Sociology 2208
International Relations 2210
Afro-American or other Minority Studies 2211
Urban Studies 2214
Other Social Sciences 2299
Area Studies (such as Mian studies, African
studies. American studies) 0300

Theology 2300

Interdisciplinary Majors 4900

Undecided 9999
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cpE CODEBOOK

Department Codes
(Adapted From HEGIS Categories)

Note.: If more appropriate. Use codes for Courses and Majors.

=DE uPARTMENT

0100 Agriculture. Natural Resources
02(X) Architecture, Environmental Design
MO Biological Sciences
0500 Business and Management
woo Communications and Journalism
0700 Computer Science. Information Sciences
0800 Education
0900 Engineering
1000 Fine and Applied Arts
1100 Foreign Languages
1201 Health Professions
1203 Nursing
1300 Home Economics
1501 English or Literature
1504 Classics
1505 Linguistics. Speech
1509 Philosophy, Religious Studies (except Theo loor)
1600 Library Science
1701 Mathematics
1800 Military Sciences
1902 Physics
1905 Chemistry
1911 Astronomy. Astrophysics
1914 Geology, Earth Sciences
2000 Psychology
2100 Public Affairs and Services
2202 Anthropology
2204 Economics
2205 History
2206 Geogra phy
2207 Political Science
2208 Sociology
2210 International Relations
0300 Area Studies
2300 Theolokv

5999 Other

Course Planning Exploration Codebook
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HOW TO OBTAIN
THE COURSE PLANNING EXPLORATION

The Course Planning Exploration (CPE) is available from the National
Center for Research to Improve Postsecondary Teaching and Learning
(NCRIPTAL). Although conditions are subject to change, we currently offer
the following arrangement:

USER'S MANUAL $10.00

FIRST 100 CPE ORDERED (with manuan FREE OF CHARGE

ADDITIONAL CPE .50 PER COPY

The price charged for the CPE covers paper, printing, and handling
costs. It does not include a scoring_or data entry fee. NCRIPTAL does not
have adequate resources to perform these kinds of services. Rather, we
have provided a complete scoring codebook in the CPE manual.

If you would like to use the CPE, please fill out the attached order
form indicating the number needed. We also ask that you send us a short
paragraph describing your project. the type of faculty group you intend to
involve, and the results you hope to achieve. We collect thii information
because we are developing a list of the ways in which the CPE is being used
in colleges. This compendium will be made available to potential future CPE
users, who can benefit from your experience.

We have included a brief follow-up form, in which we ask you to tell us
what your experience using the CPE has been, and a longer outline for a case
study if you would like to contribute to an emerging volume of fuller reports.
A list of the items that you added to the CPE for local needs would also be
helpful.
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COURSE PLANNING EXPLORATION
ORDER FORM

I would like to use the Course Planning Exploration at my institution. Please send me:

QUANTITY COST

CPE USERS MANUAL 0 $10.00 EACH
(100 FREE CPE, WITH MANUAL)

ADDITIONAL CPE 0 $0.50 EACH ____
AMOUNT ENCLOSED

(Make check payable to: THE UNIVERSrlY OF MICHIGAN)

Paynient must accompany order. Purchase ordem without payment will not be accepted.

MAILING ADDRESS:

I ....11

Please write below (or attach) a short paragraph indicaUng your project design, the type of
faculty group to be involved, and your Intended results. This information will be compiled into
a list which will be useful for future CPE users. Thank you.

..11111M11==

-

SEND TO: NCRIPTAL
2400 SEB
The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor. MI 48109-1259



Elements of Case Study

Brief description of college or university

A SL- e of student body
B. Size of faculty
C Brief description or characterization of your college and its

mission. (We can supply Carngie type from published lists.)
Include, at least the following types of information:

Urban/non-urban
Commuter/residenual
Age of student body
Unique features

D. General description of the curricula offered
fv

Purpose of the project

A Why was the Course Planning Exploration (CPE) used?
B. How was the CPE used?
C Who provided leadership?

III. Brief description of faculty group involved.

A Size of group
R Disciplines involved

IV. Results of project

A What was achieved?
11 What was learned?

V. Discussion

A Limitations
B. What do you wish you had known earlier?
C What would you do differently?
D. Surprises or unanticipated outcomes (good and bad)
E. Suggestions for future utilization of the CPE
F. How can the impact of using the CPE be strengthened?

Suggestions about style:

1. Use active voice.
2. Use story form.
3. List contact persons for further information.
4. Suggest vignettes for use in CPE manual.


